Directions to Burnett-Womack Building and UNC Clinical & Translational Research Center (CTRC):
Park in UNC Hospitals visitors' garage (#6 on map) or use valet parking in front of hospitals.
From parking garage, walk across pedestrian bridge toward main hospital. Burnett-Womack is the brick building to the left of the main (NC Memorial) hospital.
Come into main entrance of Burnett-Womack (on circle, across from Dental School). Enter through the door on the left that states "CTRC Main Entrance." The reception desk is the first door on the right.
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*1 NC Memorial Hospital Entrance
*2 NC Children’s Hospital Entrance
*3 NC Women’s Hospital Entrance
4 Emergency Room Entrance
*5 NC Cancer Hospital Entrance
   NC Neuroscience Hospital Entrance
*6 Public Parking (Dogwood Deck)
*7 Employee Parking (Cardinal Deck)
8 School of Dentistry Entrance
9 Ambulatory Care Center
SW Skywalk
★ Valet Parking Lane

* Golf Cart Shuttle Available